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2021 offers an opportunity for businesses and employees to redefine their new working practices after a 
year long experiment of remote and hybrid working. 

As hybrid working is now becoming the new norm, new workplace trends are beginning to emerge. Attitudes towards office spaces are 
shifting to become places of collaboration and connection and new concepts emerging that enhance the office experience for employees to 
‘earn their commute’ into the office.

These new trends are shaping the future of workplaces and reimagining what ‘the workplace’ means for businesses and employees. Through 
this chapter we share perspectives from property managers, experiences from businesses and insights from data and research to shine the 
light on workplace trends for 2021.

 Travel Choices Pulse Check
A pulse check by the Travel Choices Program team with organisations in January 2021 from across Greater Sydney to find out what they had 
planned for their workplace return in 2021, key findings included:
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A hybrid model of office and 
remote work was the most 
common operating model 

moving forward.

Many organisations have 
already started returning their 

staff to the workplace.

Staff will work on average 
3 days a week in the office.



Ultimately, people want 
their CBD to be a place 
that meets their essential 
human desire to connect. 
Selina Short 
EY Oceania Real Estate, Hospitality 
and Construction Managing Partner
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A report by the Property Council and EY Sweeney took a deep dive 
into the future of CBD’s and surveyed more than 600 CBD users and 
interviewed 26 big thinkers with local and international perspectives.

Key insights include:

The top three things people like about working from home:

  Access to the full report here or watch the summary video above

 Reimagining our Economic Powerhouses

70% of CBD workers want to 
work flexibly post-pandemic

No Commute Flexible Working Time Saved

3.3
days

A hybrid of home and office. 
3.3 days in the office is the 
average preference, with 
Thursday the most popular day, 
and Monday and Friday the least

56% 37% 32%

Working from home has benefits of 
not having to commute, to spending 
more time with your loved ones and 
being able to do the little things 
like school pick or drop off... The 
negatives are the social isolation of 
being at home and not being able to 
talk about things off the cuff…

Melbourne, Male, 38 years
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Watch video here

https://www.ey.com/en_au/real-estate-hospitality-construction/how-do-we-turn-cbds-into-central-experience-districts
https://www.ey.com/en_au/real-estate-hospitality-construction/how-do-we-turn-cbds-into-central-experience-districts
https://www.ey.com/en_au/real-estate-hospitality-construction/how-do-we-turn-cbds-into-central-experience-districts
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 Find out more information here

  The NSW Innovation and Productivity Council (IPC) with secretariat support provided by NSW 
Treasury, launched the NSW Remote Working Insights research project last year. The first report in 
the series, our experience during COVID-19 and what it means for the future of work was released 
in November 2020. The report includes insights from a survey of 1,500 remote workers, a literature 
review, and IPC estimates and analytics powered by Sydney-based artificial intelligence analytics 
company Faethm AI. 

Key insights include:

  More than half the NSW workforce could work remotely at least a day a week. In knowledge industries, more than three quarters of work 
is ‘remoteable’. Even in population-serving and producing industries, around a third of work can be done remotely. 

  By working remotely, NSW workers save an average of 1 hour and 17 minutes per day by not commuting. Two days per week of remote 
work equates to having three extra weeks of annual leave, and about $860 in saved travel costs per year.

  Most who could work remotely reported higher productivity, but some work is not ‘remoteable’ (56 per cent), and collaboration and 
social isolation are key challenges for remote workers.

 Most NSW workers who can work remotely want a balance, with two to three days of remote work per week.

  A ‘hybrid model’ could combine the best aspects of remote work with the benefits of offices for collaboration, team-building, and 
non-remoteable tasks.

The second IPC report on remote working will focus more on employers and organisational decision-making. 
This report will include insights from a second IPC remote working survey, qualitative and quantitative research 
exploring the drivers of employer decision-making on remote work, and case studies that showcase models and 
strategies that innovative employers are adopting for remote and hybrid working.

https://clicktime.symantec.com/3EVGctFFpxXHuV33Gva1ttS7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Dd66846f4e1%26e%3Db765409ba0
https://clicktime.symantec.com/38iRW1N9UU1Q8XeLvEqoqXY7Vc?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnsw.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Da0c94ca0d536fcee7168692e7%26id%3Df6d4ea820a%26e%3Db765409ba0
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  Working from Home (WfH) and Implications for Revision of 
Metropolitan Strategic Transport Models

This research partnership evaluates the varying impacts of current and new working from home practices 
across Australia and enables benchmarking for Transport for NSW to improve its strategic transport 
models, to better account for working from home (WfH) impacts. 

This is a longitudinal study that aims to understand the changing implications for transport networks, travel behaviour and demand modelling 
as we interpret responses from employers and employees to working from home over time, until we reach some equilibrium. Preliminary 
findings and ideas from the research: 

  WfH promises to be the biggest ‘transport’ lever for policy makers to reduce congestion and crowding, particularly in CBDs, though there 
may be localised supply chain risks that will require structural change;

  The key difference with COVID-19 has been the duration and extent to which disruption has occurred; with cost savings for employers 
and time savings for commuting workers potentially driving ongoing WfH; 

 Team work, collaboration, social connectedness and spontaneity continue to drive face to face work;

  Humans are sociable and the desire to interact is strong. Finding a ‘better’ middle ground where people enjoy the social aspect of work, 
better team connections and social credits, while also enjoying the benefits of working from home, is possible;

 WfH could be used by big corporates to deliver on sustainability charters;

  We have now seen and experienced how WfH could work and can demonstrate cost savings, potentially freeing up resources for other 
activity.

This research is funded by iMOVE CRC and supported by the Cooperative Research Centres program, an 
Australian Government initiative. It includes partners the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies (ITLS) in the 
University of Sydney Business School, Transport for Main Roads, Queensland, the WA Department of Transport 
and Transport for NSW.
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Sydney business 
workplace trends

Insights, experiences and 
perspectives shared from 
Sydney businesses.
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Schneider Electric’s ‘Life is on’ mission statement is at the heart of the company’s purpose as 
digital partners for sustainability and efficiency, and is passionate about their Meaningful Purpose, 
Inclusive, and Empowered values. To support this culture, they have encouraged employees to be 
champions of change and innovation by adopting new ways of working and involving them in the 
design of their new agile workspace in Macquarie Park.

Before 2020, Schneider had a culture of flexibility, having rolled out its flexibility guidelines five 
years previously. Through consultation and surveys in mid-2020, the organisation was able to gain 
a comprehensive understanding of what employees needed and wanted out of working flexibly 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and their expectations for flexibility into the future.

The consultation process confirmed that employees envisaged a hybrid model, working 
sometimes in the office and sometimes from home, continuing post COVID-19. Employees’ 
number one concern was Health and Safety, and so to ensure employees felt up to date and 
reassured, Schneider aligned all messaging with NSW Health and Transport NSW. Like many 
other workplaces, Schneider Electric has maintained a strong focus on COVID-19 safety to keep 
its employees and the community healthy, such as contact tracing, providing masks, providing 
sanitising stations, and an app booking system for workpoints to ensure physical distancing can 
be maintained.

Understanding the role of mental health in safety and wellbeing, Schneider continued to 
empower managers to consistently communicate with their teams, and provided them with 
resources to help them check in and monitor how their employees were feeling, and information 
on what to do if employees or themselves were not doing so well.

By taking a consultative approach to building culture, Schneider continues to engage with 
employees to build their culture of innovation, flexibility, and agility for now and into the future.

 A workplace perspective

Schneider Electric

Schneider Electric, the global 
leader in energy management 
and automation, has been a 
trailblazer over the past year – 
navigating COVID-19 challenges 
through transformation 
and employee-centric 
communication. 
 



In this time of great 
change, there is a deeper 
understanding that – where 
we work reflects why we 
work. And where we live, 
reflects why we live. 
Lendlease
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Lendlease have continued to lead the way with innovation throughout the pandemic. The multinational construction, property and 
infrastructure organisation is currently undertaking a number of initiatives that support Generation COVID, including examining organisatonal 
trends and designing new concepts that build thriving communities.

Lendlease’s innovative and creative approaches to their Return to the workplace campaigns focuses on the importance that place is to people, 
designing offices hubs that are relevant, collaborative and offer a sense of reward for being there. Their campaigns explore new ideas such as 
‘Taking a break’ from working from home and ‘Treat yourself’ and come into the office, representing the emerging attitudes coming through 
the return to office conversation.

As part of its innovative approach, Lendlease are delivering place making on steroids, designing spaces that have mixed uses for day and night 
purposes and reactivating precincts to reflect the rich cultural and social aspects of Sydney and its surrounds.

Check out their creative return to the workplace campaign video

 A global office perspective
 

Lendlease – What’s next in workplace and how 
we’re building thriving communities
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Watch video here

https://lendlease.widen.net/s/vpbs9wgh7j/the-return
https://lendlease.widen.net/s/vpbs9wgh7j/the-return


What’s on in Autumn
Explore practical ways to implement sustainable 
travel solutions into your workplace using 
behavioural interventions, workplace initiatives 
and incentives.

  A series of educational workshops and webinars 
will be ran focusing on productivity and benefits 
of flexible working, healthy initiatives for your 
workplace and applying behavioural interventions 
to reach your businesses’ priorities and desired 
outcomes.

  Knowledge sharing forums with Sydney businesses 
on their current and future working practices.

Educational Workshops

Webinars

eBook

Knowledge Sharing 
Forums

How the Travel Choices Program 
can support your business

  Help you develop high level Travel Demand Management 
strategies and resources.

  Provide tailored and targeted travel planning support for your 
business and employees

  Connect you with likeminded individuals focused on supporting 
sustainable travel behaviour through the Travel Demand 
Management (TDM) Community of Practice which brings 
together members from across state and local government 
agencies, organisations, community and peak body groups and 
universities to share evidence based Travel Demand Management 
strategies, policies and initiatives. 

  Our website has a range of travel planning resources, 
tools, advice and tips at: 
www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidsafetravelchoices

 Next steps
Nominate a representative from your organisation that the Travel 
Choices team can get in touch with. It could be a representative from 
HR, Communications, Change Management, Policy, Sustainability.

 View our full program of workshops here

https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/covidsafetravelchoices
https://www.mysydney.nsw.gov.au/Travel%20choices%20Webinar



